Sports treadmill
Project 1246 Trondheim 3x5 meter
This manual belongs to the large Sports treadmill, made on special specification by the customer, identified hereafter as ‘Treadmill’. This manual belongs to project 1246 Trondheim, 3x5 35km/hr 0%-25% with fast angle adjustment.

The Treadmill is a specially made device. During operation of the Treadmill, there should always be a skilled supervisor present. Before use, read the chapter on safety carefully.

The Treadmill can operate at high velocities and set to high inclination. The Treadmill is equipped with basic, generic safety measures, but they can never be adequate for all potential dangers on such a device. The end-user always has the final responsibility on safety. Although great care has been taken to make the system as safe as possible, the safety during use of the machine, even with the necessary safety measures such as the safety frame with harness and other injury or falling-prevention, remains the sole responsibility of the end-user.